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Our incredible heart: 

Beats 101,000 times a day

Circulates an astonishing 1,900 gallons of blood 

Through 60,000 miles of blood vessels, arteries, 
and capillaries (Braden, 2015). 



The Heat Wisdom of the Ancients



If you were to ask 
what the most 
important organ in 
the body, most would 
say the brain?

Braden notes that from Leonardo da Vinci’s day, 500 years 
ago, until the late 1990s, people throughout the Western-
educated world held that the brain is the “conductor” 
leading the symphony of functions that enable us to stay 
alive. 

This belief that the brain is the control center for the 
body, emotions, and memories has been so fully and 
universally accepted and deeply engrained in our collective 
psyches and taken for granted until now. 

Braden asserts that while it is certainly true that the 
brain’s functions include processes such as perception and 
motor skills, information processing; and provides triggers 
for sleep, hunger, desire for sex, and the strength of our 
immune system, there is more to the story (Braden, 2015).



As some may know, religious and mystery traditions have universally 
held that the heart has been regarded as a path to deep wisdom in life. 

In the Bible, for example, the heart is mentioned 826 times in 59 of 66 books. The Bible reveals that our heart isn’t 
a separate part of our being. Instead, our heart is a composition of all three components of our soul -
our mind, emotion, and will plus the most important part of our spirit, our conscience (Bibles for America, 2021).  
Solomon wrote in Proverbs 4:23, "Keep your heart with all diligence; for out of it spring the issues of life." The Bible 
posits that what is in your heart will direct your life (Back to the Bible, 2019).

The Quran similarly notes that our heart is a source of wisdom and guidance and mentions the human heart 132 
times. Of the Qur’anic statements, some describe this sentient organ as having the capacity of being a center of 
reasoning, intentions, and decision- making.  Consequently, human hearts can either be healthy or diseased. (Janat 
Al Quran, 2017).

The Egyptians likewise believed that the heart, rather than the brain, was the source of human wisdom, as well as 
emotions, memory, the soul and the personality itself. Physiology and disease were all connected in concept to the 
heart, and it was through the heart that God spoke, giving ancient Egyptian’s knowledge of God and God's will. As 
such, the heart was considered the most important of the body's organs (Dunn, 2021).

https://blog.biblesforamerica.org/what-is-the-conscience/
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Prov%204.23
http://www.touregypt.net/egypt-info/magazine-mag05012001-magf3.htm


What – Heart Intelligence?

Dr. Armour, MD, PhD., at the University of Montreal in 1991, 
discovered that the heart has its "little brain" or "intrinsic cardiac 
nervous system." 

This "heart brain" is composed of approximately 40,000 neurons, 
called sensory neurites that are alike neurons in the brain, meaning that 
the heart has its own nervous system. 

In addition, the heart communicates with the brain in many methods: 
neurologically, biochemically, biophysically, and energetically. 

The vagus nerve, which is 80% afferent, carries information from the 
heart and other internal organs to the brain. 

Signals from the "heart brain" redirect to the medulla, hypothalamus, 
thalamus, and amygdala and the cerebral cortex (Braden, 2015).



What – Heart Intelligence?

Braden notes that a key role of the heart brain is to detect changes 
in the body such as hormone levels and other chemicals and to 
communicate this information to the brain so it can meet our needs 
accordingly.

The heart brain achieves this by converting the language of the 
body, chemistry, to the electrical language of the nervous system so it 
makes sense to the brain. 

For example, the heart’s encoded messages to the brain informs it 
as to when we need adrenalin for danger or when we need less in 
times of safety so the immune system can be turned on (Braden, 
2015).



Imaging showing the sensory neurites (in yellow) which 
comprise the Little Brain of the heart

The heart’s “little brain”

can:

Act independently of the 
cranial brain to think, learn, 

and remember.

Act in harmony with the 
brain to give us the benefit 

of a single and potent 
network shared by both the 
heart and the brain (Braden, 

2915).







Stories of the Heart:

Clare Sylva, a professional dancer, in 1998 received the heart 
and lungs of a young man, Tim, who died in a motorcycle accident. 

Not long after the transplant, she began to crave new foods such 
as chicken nuggets and green peppers and was specifically drawn 
to KFC to satisfy her cravings.

She was able to eventually visit the parents of this young man 
and discovered that Tim precisely loved the same kinds of foods 
that she was now craving. 

Clare had acquired her cravings through the phenomenon of 
memory transference which has become an area of serious study 
and eventual acceptance.



Stories of the Heart

In 1999, Dr. Paul Pearsall, a neuropsychologist, in The Heart’s 
Code wrote about an 8-year-old little girl who received a heart 
from a 10-year-old girl.

Almost immediately after the surgery, she started having vivid 
nightmares of being chased, attacked, and murdered.

Her mother arranged a consultation with a psychiatrist who 
after several sessions concluded that she was witnessing actual 
physical incidents. 

They decided to call the police who used the detailed 
descriptions of the murder (the time, the weapon, the place, the 
clothes he wore, what the little girl he killed had said to him) given 
by the little girl to find and convict the man in question.



Brain and heart working together

Gregg  Braden notes that the discovery of the “little brain” in the heart, 
and the now-verified evidence that the heart has a certain capacity to 
think and remember, has led the way to amazing possibilities regarding 
the hidden power of the heart and what this can men to our lives. 

For 150-plus years we were led to believe that the heart and the brain 
were separate in an either-or manner. Scientists and analytical thinkers 
believed that the brain was the key while musicians, artists, and intuitive 
thinkers felt that it was the heart.

The evidence now suggests that it is the heart and the brain working 
harmoniously together that is fundamental (Braden, 2015).



A Boy and his Dog

Research at HeartMath has found that a type of heart-rhythm synchronization can occur 
in interactions between people and their pets. A lot of pet lovers can appreciate the 
results of an experiment 

HMI Director of Research Dr. Rollin McCraty conducted with his 15-year-old son, Josh and 
the boy’s dog, Mabel. He used electrocardiogram monitors to record heart-rhythm data 
when the pair were together and apart. The institute also has found that a type of heart-
rhythm synchronization can occur in interactions between people and their pets. 

A lot of pet lovers can appreciate the results of an experiment HMI Director of Research 
Dr. Rollin McCraty conducted with his 15-year-old son, Josh and the boy’s dog, Mabel. He 
used electrocardiogram monitors to record heart-rhythm data when the pair were 
together and apart (Childre et al., 2016).



A Boy and his Dog

The top of the graph shows the dog’s 
(Mabel) heart rhythm shift when the boy 
(Josh, shown in the lower part of the 
graph) entered the room, sat down and 
proceeded to consciously experience 
feelings of love towards Mabel. 

When Josh consciously felt feelings of 
love and care towards his pet, his heart 
rhythms became more coherent, and this 
change appears to have influenced 
Mabel’s heart rhythms, which then also 
became more coherent. There was no 
physical contact between the dog and 
boy (Childre et al.,2016).



Heart to Heart Impact on Others 

McCraty in his excellent YouTube video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MO3SGkI3B-
I&ab_channel=QuantumUniversity

cites a doctoral dissertation study that 
demonstrated to powerful impact that 
coherent heart states of one individual or 
individuals can have on another. 

In this study three people were trained two 
weeks prior on how to attain a relaxed 
coherent heartrate variability state. The 
fourth person was not trained and was simply 
asked to go sit with the three that were 
trained while they were playing a game of 
cards. They were all wired for cardiac 
monitoring. 

Within in a very short period of time, the 
fourth person’s heartrate variability state 
became relaxed and matched the other three. 

So how does this work?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MO3SGkI3B-I&ab_channel=QuantumUniversity


HRV Training

The  Benefits
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We need to plug 
the leak on energy 
drain in order to 
build resilience. 
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Being with other coherent people helps us become 
more coherent





























Medic’s Healtrh (2018) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQ7JQxC4Wbc





Medic’s Health (2018).https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQ7JQxC4Wbc


































































































